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SCE BUSINESS FORUM with CEDMC 
SEPTEMBER 15, 2021 

NOTES 

Agenda 

 

Introduction, Welcome and Safety – Greg Wikler, CEDMC and Ryan Bullard, SCE 

SCE Organization Structure (EE/DR/DER) – Katie Sloan, SCE 

Katie Sloan, SCE Vice President, Customer Programs and Services 

Nicole Howard, Director of Advanced Energy Solutions. Nicole has been with SCE for about 10 

months. She has worked with SMUD and has a great perspective. 

Customer demand and generations programs are separated into five sections: 

1. Customer Demand and Generation Program: Erica Keating 

2. Energy Efficiency Products: Tori Weber 

3. Portfolio Development and Compliance: Tony Frontino 

4. Engineering Services: Aloke Singh 

5. Operational and Technical Support: David Ritchy 

DR is now with solar and storage. The EE Products Group handles contract management of 3rd 

Party contracts. 
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Energy Efficiency and Pathways 2045 - Tory Weber, Manager of Energy Efficiency Products, 

SCE 

Where energy fits in with decarb, policy changed over year and draft potential energy and goals 

study and going forward, the business plan, due next year and then a snapshot of comments in 

emergency declaration. 

EE is a significant contributor, with the new potentials and goals and fuel substitution in EE. We 

are continuing to focus on traditional kW reductions as well as fuel reduction. We are focused 

on a portfolio implemented designed and delivered through 3rd Parties. PUC = 60% 3rd party. 

Snapshot of potential and goals: The decision is out, and we provided comments. It will be 

voted -on in the next few weeks and the Bi-Annual Budget Advice Letter (BBAL) will strive to 

meet the goals. 
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In slide 5, this chart is a Potential and Goals Update: The first bar to the left in pink/yellow 

shows the preview of the Potential and Goals Study, then the next bar is the current Potential 

and Goals. It has overall increasing goals for EE for SCE in the future. Traditional EE is reduced 

from the previous study. With fuel substitution added in, overall EE savings is increased over 

time due to fuel substitution. 

Greg Wikler Question: 

For the 2021 study, are the bars reflective of scenario #2 with the .85 threshold?  

Tory Weber Answer: 

This is assuming the decision as it stands is reflected here. We support fuel substitution, but the 

programs haven’t been ramped up yet. We will see how the commission rules in the next few 

weeks. (end answer) 

We want to deliver cost effective energy and also focus on equity. We will use the Total System 

Benefit (TSB) metric, not the total kWh, which will still be tracked. This change begins in 2024. 

We will have the calculation for TSB in the next few years, but won’t be until 2024 it becomes 

the official metric. 

We are moving away from advice letters and onto longer planning cycles. Align the inputs with 

what goes into the potential and goals study with what we are measuring. 

Starting immediately, we will segregate the portfolio into resource programs, non-resource 

programs, and equity programs. This includes cost effective resource and other programs with 

long term benefits such as training, technology, equity to serve customers who wouldn’t get 

served with cost effectiveness. This starts in 2022. 

In general, as we will look at guidance, and are carving the portfolio into different segments. 

Previously all costs went into the portfolio no matter what it was, and we struggled to deliver a 

cost-effective portfolio. With changes in Commission policy, the resource program is held to a 

cost-effective metric. This is not a slam dunk just because we are able to carve out segments, it 

doesn’t mean that cost effectiveness is it is guaranteed. We will still need to do work to get 

there. 

Greg Wikler Question 

We got slapped around a bit in comments recently regarding the goal setting threshold vs cost 

effectiveness. It has been a struggle for the IOU PAs to meet cost effectiveness now and before. 

There are other mechanisms to make changes to cost effectiveness policy. When we make 

suggestions, there are good reasons for them. We need to comport with state’s policy. Why is 

SCE so reticent to reform to lower the threshold? 

Tory Weber Answer:  

This does help the resource programs. There is alignment with potential and goals and what we 

were delivering. (end answer) 
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Greg Wikler Question: 

I have a Solicitations Process question: You mentioned obligation of 60%. Does SCE see a role 

beyond/greater than 60% or will it come through other means? 

Tony Frontino Answer: 

60% is the minimum, as we file the BBAL, we will look at where we are at. Our preference is to 

solicit 3rd party as well as market support and equity. We do put out our entire portfolio out, so 

the minimum is 60%, and we are willing to go above 60% with 3rd Party to deliver these 

programs. 

Greg Wikler Comment:  

So SCE is more focused on resource acquisitions buckets and we are happy to hear it will reach 

out to other segments as well. (end answer) 

Greg Wikler Question:  

Are there plans to create bidding opportunities for smaller business that can realistically 

compete for bids? 

Tony Frontino Answer:  

It has been a topic in many meetings lately. There are opportunities for primes as well as 

subcontractors. We want to look at opportunities for smaller and more diverse to go after 

contracts. It is important to the company. You and Council members are a big part of it and we 

encourage you to bid. 

Tory Weber Answer:  

Residential direct install, manufacture direct, SCM, is all 3rd Party and they don’t count toward 

the 60%, so there are programs out there. (end answer) 

What is a Total Systems Benefit (TSB) Goal? - Tory Weber, SCE 

It is a broader metric, there is the fuel substitution element. We still have the TRC metric if it’s a 

resource, so we will be held to TRC and the TSB. 

GHG reduction, solar, energy reduction and negate out the utility supply side cost chain metric. 

We will be held to this in 2024. 

Greg Wikler Question:  

Is it TRC driven by TSP? Is TRC the right metric when we talk about integration with other 

Distributed Energy Resources? We also argued its more appropriate to look at gross benefits, 

not net. 

Tory Weber Answer:  

We are using TRC in other places than EE. We need to continue to ensure the inputs to TRC are 

accurate. We support cost effective EE for resource programs and we want to see it delivered 

to customers. 
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Ryan Bullard Answer:  

Compare the resources to our side to use it in pressure tests. They provided a PAC scenario 

later in July and we are laying the groundwork to pressure test the correct costs to be included. 

Bi-Annual Advice Letter (BBAL) – Tory Weber, SCE 

We are focused on filing our Nov. 1 advice letter. Hopefully it will be the last before we move 

into the new cycle. We are segregating, and we will calculate for whole 1.0 for resource 

acquisition. We still need to meet our budget targets and we need to bring those in. We will 

have a large portion of SCE’s budget driven by 3rd Party. 

As we move more to 3rd Party, a majority will be moved to 3rd Party and we will continue in this 

BBAL. We won’t close all the programs; we will look for places where there might be gaps in the 

market. All the ongoing solicitations are on the CAEECC website. 

Segmentation of portfolio and market support programs, plus equity segmentation. 

We are focused on 1.0 resource acquisition portfolio. Will have some market support and 

equity and will ramp up opportunities there. We want to have programs that we didn’t have 

before because we get a little relief from TRC so we can provide to more customers. 

Greg Wikler Question: 

On the resource acquisition, does fuel substitution factor in or is it in a separate category 

outside the EE? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

Statewide programs that have offerings that can provide fuel substitutions, we will do it. If it’s a 

program with the opportunity for fuel substitution, then it can be provided. (end answer) 

Energy Efficiency Portfolio Application – Tory Weber, SCE 

This is due in February and follows Total System Benefits guidance. Funding for market support 

and equity. Looking for new programs, there is 8 years of funding, 4-year bottoms-up detailed 

application. The details will be given on a 4-year cycle. This is the first year. It will have a similar 

flavor, with a segmentation focus. We are still working on the details; it will be a more detailed 

application. TSB will be in there and drive the segmentation in detail for new programs. We will 

look at gaps and see how we can change and tailor to fill the gaps. Example of the gaps we want 

to fill include a geographic gap, measurable gap, segment gap. We will noodle on how to fill the 

gaps we discover. This is where the new EE policies in California will take hold. 

TSB is drawn from potential and goals. We are moving toward TSB, which are long-term, deeper 

energy savings goals. We are will make sure we are delivering total saving in a dollar value, and 

there is more value in the longer term. Here’s where EULs are important, it is savings over time. 

Our current contract can accommodate, it is driven by delivering savings to customers. And TRC 

will continue to be a focus for our resource goals. 
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Governors Emergency Reliability Proclamation (EE) – Tory Weber, SCE 

SCE recommendations are to focus on grid and summer reliability. This slide shows our plan. 

We want to see speed as well as innovation. Single stage, not double stage as we go out for 

contracts. We want to do it quickly, and a single stage solicitation will help speed it up. 

If we see a gap, (example: HVAC technology that isn’t being promoted in other areas where it 

could go well); we want to bring attention to more places things like new HVAC systems and 

others could be used. 

Greg Question:  

You’ve seen our comments on the Proclamation, we want to include industrial for NMEC. Do 

you have a position there? 

Derek (?), SCE Answer: 

In regards to 160.08.019, NMEC is only applicable in the industrial sector. It will require a 

commission decision; others have suggested it as well. NMEC was whole-building, so we want 

to consider it differently. We support development of a site-specific working group and we 

want more definite guidelines on how NMEC is delivered in a judicious way. (end answer) 

Greg Wikler Question: 

Regarding custom programs and the custom review process: We see the opportunity to meet 

reliability concerns through a larger custom route, but the process slows down custom projects’ 

ability to move through the market. Is there room to modify the custom review process to 

move opportunities faster through the stages? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

We’ve been working with the PUC and you at the Council through the working group. 1131 

helped some, and the commission does still talk. We want to use it to help the market and to 

make sure customers are still going through the custom process. We can improve and want to 

make sure California is getting the savings it needs. 

Aloke Singh Answer: 

There are many steps is in the custom review 2011 decision. The time it was taking was 

indefinite, and now we have a timeline. There might be one-off projects, but the overall process 

is cumbersome, but it is dictated by the decision that is in place. 

Greg Comment:  

The slowdown of the process is unique to SEC, maybe you can look at the other IOUs and how 

they move the process through. There are opportunities for your team to enhance the time it 

takes to move the process forward.  

Aloke Singh Answer: 

I did receive the feedback, and I appreciate it. We don’t benchmark, and anything we can learn, 

we are open to it. 
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Nick Brod, DNV Chat Question: 

Why would SCE not propose adding measures to statewide programs (as an 

alternative/complement to program gaps?) Filling measure-level program gaps seems like a 

backward step from the goal of statewide? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

If other statewide leads aren’t, can we step in and do it in another message? It can be programs 

or sector gaps. We are all learning and we hope to see efficiencies. If we see opportunities that 

are being missed, we want to make sure they aren’t being missed. (end question) 

Jesse Monn, Cascade Energy Chat Question: 

The custom project review was in 2011, then extended in 2014, 2015. There may be precedent 

for the custom project review to end. Sometimes it’s too many cooks in the kitchen, would SCE 

consider having the CPUC move back to an evaluation role and not do individual project 

review? 

Aloke Singh Answer: 

Unless a ruling comes out that it doesn’t apply, there is no message that custom review doesn’t 

apply. There is some risk if you don’t do ex-ante. Is there any one on policy team that can 

answer? 

Greg Wikler Comment: 

I will mention that the statement is true for the current CPUC. I was in the meeting with Jeff 

Hirsh and staff back then. It was suggested it was put into place to improve the acquisition of 

savings and improve gross realization rates, but it was intended to push back to the PAs to 

oversee the quality control process for applications. Now it is bogging the process down, and 

there’s a significant drop-off in custom projects, to the point where custom is becoming 

irrelevant. 

Aloke Singh Answer: 

One thing I want to point out to you, is that our focus is on the rules as they are currently 

applied. If there’s a discussion that needs to take place outside, then yes. Its about managing 

risk, and we need the scrutiny of the custom process because we have to calculate the risk 

before the projects are installed. We are complying with the rules that are currently in place. 

Derek (?), SCE Answer: 

To follow up on decisions to overturn positions, it does require a commission decision, it 

doesn’t just expire. An example is with pumps, it was said it needed an actual decision to 

overturn. We need to have the discussion through the regulatory system. Overarching policy 

decisions need to start at the commission and legislature. (end answer) 

Greg Wikler Question: 

I’d like to further that conversation. Site based NMEC would be great to be realized. There’s a 

lot of excitement in the industry, but there are concerns because the rules for site based NMEC 
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say it should be treated like custom. I don’t think that was the Commission’s intention. As 

NMEC opportunities evolve, how are you interpreting the rulebook to make these go through 

the system faster? 

Aloke Singh Answer: 

To reiterate your question: NMEC is a new flavor of offering, and is NMEC going to be reviewed 

das custom? At the global level, projects are either deemed or calculated, or to simplify, 

deemed or non-deemed. Deemed is work papers prior installation. NMEC is documented, it will 

be calculated. Will it be 100% just like custom? Maybe not, but it could be different how than 

how deemed is done. 

Derek (?), SCE Answer: 

NMEC is an area that needs further clarity and we support more site level policy discussions. It 

is like calculated, so it does fall under the custom rules, is it a full customer review? We don’t 

know, we need to get more clarity. In terms of the role of the IOUs’ interpretation, the IOUs are 

going to wait and see of the guidance has applicability with other projects in process. It falls on 

us to bear the risk if there are changes, so we need to apply the guidance in the most 

conservative view point. 

Greg Wikler Comment: 

Yes, that is helpful to hear, we appreciate it. We think there’s a lot of latitude to revisit certain 

policies and viewpoints that were generated in staff interpretations of decisions. With the 

possible sunsetting of custom review, there was staff push back, they were concerned about 

prescient and deviating from the decision. But we still can’t find the explicit language that 

would keep a custom review indefinitely when it creates major slowdowns. (end answer) 

Richard Hart, Cascade Energy Chat Question: 

EE programs have typically focused on annual kWh and peak kW, while DR programs are 

focused on kW reductions in events. The CSEP/ELRP programs look at kWh in daily summer 

peak. How do future plans combine these different concepts to make it simpler for SCE's 

customers? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

Summer peak and the grid. This summer we increased residential direct install and increased 

focused on thermostats and getting EE-DR integration. The commission put it out in their white 

paper. Should we look at a thermostat that combines EE and DR and is there an opportunity for 

a cost effectiveness program? Moving to a TSB helps that, you’re getting the dollar value on 

EULs and we are already moving there. What comes out of the Governor’s proclamation 

rulings? (end answer) 

Greg Wikler Question: 

SCE has a focus on local distribution system needs. What is SCE’s vision with EE in the context in 

deployment of behind the meter resources and distribution limits? 
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Tory Weber Answer: 

We continue to have solicitations for distributed resources. We have no change. There are 

multiple DERs across the board. There’s a lot of activity in this space. 

Tony Frontino Answer:  

The partnership pilot is focused on how to meet the distribution circuits and how to meet 

behind the meter solutions. It is the prescreening process for the partnership pilot.  

Greg Wikler Comment: 

We haven’t seen a lot of EE, it seems to be mostly behind the meter storage, maybe those are 

more cost effective than integrated efficiency? 

Tony Frontino Answer:  

I can’t really share that. In 2013, SCE launched for capacity needs. I would agree, the 

distribution deferral test policy. Let’s identify the needs and see how cost effective these are to 

meet the needs. (end answer) 

Jeff Guild, Enovity Chat Question: 

How, if at all, has the moratorium on ESPI changed SCE's perspective on risks and risk/portfolio 

management? Without ESPY how does it change? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

We are still focused on cost effective EE and equity and market support programs. That hasn’t 

changed. We are making sure we continue to deliver cost effective portfolios and drive new 

programs  

Jeff Guild, Enovity Chat Follow-Up: 

Aloke mentioned that the delay between ex-ante and ex-post for Custom is too long, doesn't 

the ESPI moratorium effectively de-risk any gaps btw ex-ante/ex-post estimates? What are the 

risks when you don’t have ESPY mechanism? Are you getting penalized? Shareholder concerns? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

ESPY has come and gone over the years, in California, we’ve used EE as a resource for decades 

and we still want to use it. We want to meet the commission goals, there wasn’t an explicit 

penalty in ESPY. We are ex-post in 2019 and 2020 stuff now. Improve the forecast vs delivery. I 

want to see 2019, including CINA and continue to improve the programs. (end answer) 

Greg Wikler Question: 

Speaking about risk, there’s also policy in place, it may be hypothetical, SB350 has ambitious 

goals and we are not on track to meet it. What is SCE’s position to meet state policy goals? 

Tory Weber Answer: 

SB350 is a big animal, our utility programs are focused on cost effective programs, we will 

continue to follow the rules we have. 
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Ryan Bullard Answer: 

I am curious to see where the combined is. The gas might overachieve vs the electric side. In 

SB350, there’s an off-ramp review to either close the gap or review. We can’t assume SB350 is 

going to happen. We need to reasonably rely on the savings being captured. A deep dive on the 

pathways and impact of potential and goals. Now where are we landing with the new goals? 

We don’t want to assume it is going to happen. We are into it as a state, it is not just SCE’s 

responsibility to meet the SB350 goals. (end answer) 

Jesse Monn, Cascade Energy Chat Question: 

Can you discuss balancing the risks of not hitting savings goals vs. moving custom or NMEC 

projects through quickly?  And how can 3rd Parties help manage those risks? 

Greg Wikler Comment: 

A lot of the risk burden has been put on the implementers, is there any risk left on SCE?  

  

Ryan Bullard Answer: 

NMEC projects are more about NMEC policy and there is need for clarity. Most have come in 

through HOPPS. We are not sure all NMEC projects will be cost effective. If NMEC is a tool to 

meet goals, NMEC needs to be more stable. There are better ways to achieve cost 

effectiveness, it’s a policy matter, not a program matter. 

There is an ESPY moratorium. We noted the Commission is reserving the right for penalties 

regarding cost effectiveness. We can’t assume that is going to continue forever at the portfolio 

level struggling to meet goals. But its not there now on the goal achievement side. Ex-post is 

unknown how it will be treated. 

Tory Weber Answer: 

We need to make sure we continue to manage this portfolio, a huge focus on controls and to 

deliver energy savings and all of the processes followed. Customers need to get what they are 

paying for, so there is a lot of risk we are focused on. (end answer) 

Jeff Guild, Enovity Chat Question: 

The current quagmire in custom, particularly for SCE, is that we are playing to not-lose. How 

can 3rd Parties help Edison play to win? 

Aloke Singh Answer: 

I propose we take this question off-line; it needs some further explanation. (end answer) 

Greg Wikler Question: 

This is about avoided cost and the portfolio filing for 2020 ACSC values, and the next in 2021 is 

significantly lower, are you adjusting for a lower set of goals when you set business plan lower? 

How are you thinking the portfolio with the BBAL that drives 2021 – 2023 and then scale it 

down the next BBAL. If avoided costs are lower? How will you adjust? 
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Ryan Bullard Answer: 

We need to see what avoided cost and the data tell us. The potential and goals expanded 

exponentially it was on the electric side. We are taking the signals to heart and making sure we 

are moving the benefits of increased cost on the electric side. It will be a delicate transition and 

won’t be overnight, but we will ramp up other areas when these get ramped down. (end 

answer) 

Greg Wikler Question: 

The vision of resource programs and non-resource with other codes and standards and another 

bucket, market transformation. These are moving through solicitation process. How does SCE 

interface with the MTA and how will you make adjustments once an MTA is in place? Where 

are you be looking for market support or equity segments? 

Ryan Bullard Answer: 

You are hitting the nail on the head; we will watch it closely. We are working with the lead PA 

(PG&E) in emerging technology, and we will work with emerging tech partners. A big bogey is 

we that don’t want any cannibalization of programs. Onboarding programs need to be thought 

through and make sure there’s enough in the portfolio to support market transformations. We 

will wait and see with PG&E. (end answer) 

Richard Hart, Cascade Energy Chat Question: 

Can any program straddle different elements of the portfolio (e.g. 90% resource + 10% market 

support)? 

Ryan Bullard Answer: 

A program can only be classified as one characterization. Maybe another program can take it 

on. If things are directly tied to a resource program, it will all have to fall into that one bucket at 

this time. (end answer) 

Jesse Monn, Cascade Energy Chat Question: 

NMEC. This might tie in risk, to get NMEC up off the ground, maybe projects should go through 

a simplified process. The rules aren’t clear, so we work out everything up front view is stifling 

the market. Will SCE take on more risk to allow market to flourish to allow learnings to happen? 

Ryan Bullard Answer: 

Yes, we will try as much as possible. We are keeping Energy Division informed on projects. It’s a 

chicken egg situation, we need more projects to understand the source (including HOPPS and 

commercial NMEC). With more cases we will figure out the process better. Each of the IOUs 

have a different approach. We like to utilize OBF in the way it was designed: to support 

programs. We want to see how the results pan out first. We are under a more traditional 

approach. If we get more projects, we can understand it better and communicate it to the 

Energy Division.  
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Laurel Rothschild Chat Question: 

As a quick comment related to HOPPs projects, we are seeing some projects taking over a year 

for review. 

Greg Wikler Comment: 

To frame this as a broader question: Don’t you think a year is a long time? The burden is on 

customers, they want to do projects, and waiting for a year is bad business practice. 

Tory Weber Answer: 

We are mindful of it and we are reviewing as expeditiously as we can. Every HOPPS project isn’t 

the same and they hall have different measures and approaches. The challenge as been having 

enough info to predict that the results will be there. How much info do we need to prove it, 

can’t we wait for results 18 months later? Have approvals and make the process happen. I am 

happy to discuss on a case-by-case basis to speed up slow projects. 

Greg Wikler Comment: 

Thank you, we will take you up on the offer to have more conversations about NMEC. We’ve 

done it before and it has been very helpful. (end answer) 

Wrap-Up 

Greg Wikler: 

Thank you very much to all of the SCE team who took the time to meet with us, it has been a 

great discussion and we’ve worked through a lot of specifics with SCEs EE initiatives. 

Tory Weber: 

We learned a lot as well and we appreciate the feedback from the market. 

Ryan Bullard: 

NMEC meetings have been very helpful for us. We can only see what we can see. We 

appreciate the 2-way street on policy. We want to bring in the regulatory team to understand 

as well. We appreciate the partnership to find where the pain points are. 

END 


